European Patent Applications, and European Patents with effect for the Czech Republic

The rights resulting from European patents and European Patent Applications with effect for the Czech Republic, and handling these rights, are specifically amended by Law No. 527/1990 Coll. on inventions and improvement proposals, mainly in §35a - §35g.

The Patent granted by the European Patent Office is just as effective as the national patent. However, the owner of the European Patent must hand in to the UPV (Industrial Property Office) a translation of the patent specification in Czech within the statutory limitations. Should he fail to do so, the European Patent is considered to be invalid in the Czech Republic from the very beginning (§35c, sect. 1 – 5 of Law No. 527/1990 Coll.).

To maintain the European Patent, the owner is obliged to pay a maintenance fee, according to Law No. 173/2002 Coll. The administration fees pertaining to the European Patents are listed in Law No. 634/2004 Coll.

Making the translation concerning the patent claims of the European Patent Application available
Publishing the translation of the European Patent Specification
The Industrial Property Office as a mailing office for European Patent Applications
Records into the register and changes in the register data with the European Patents
Paying the maintenance fee for keeping the European Patent valid